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I. INTRODUCTION: 
The representation of Smartphone for safeguard and confidentiality concerns are the major consistent 

dangerous than these actual in universal computing surrounding. The platform of Smartphone platforms are 

provided with various sensors that can regulate user locality, signal, movement and another substantial 

activities, name to a few. The device could be efficiently revealed the reactive portion of information because of 

malware locate on the Smartphone. Even to all appearance, controllable efficiency has rapidly turned into a 

potential threat. The source of problem in security is to accurately the capability to integrate the third-party 

operations from accessible markets. At the market level, safety measures level incorporate an essential 

configuration of protection. An improvement technology to carry out by the several market engineers to tolerate 

a part of configuration security verification. Authenticated details about corresponding revisions keep on 

remote, but the consistent latency of malware in various markets and modern analysis investigation suggest that 

operators cannot allow to satisfy an comprehensive analysis over various app submitted for charge to the general 

universal. This is another difficult by these case that determinative which operation are malicious and that aren't 

remains a dangerous challenge,and but that contain a risk to the user safeguard and confidentiality. The 

overview and contribution of this paper is to describe the Armordroid, a tool for detecting malware through 

malware detection signature and also to provide privacy information protection by using Disable/Enable 

mechanism and privacy lock.  

 

II. RELATED WORK: 
The malware are termed as malicious software package that's designed precisely to focus on a mobile 

device system, Such as a tablet or Smartphone to harm or spoil the device. Personal information stored on the 
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devices are stealed by the malicious user and they control the device remotely .Malware enter into the system by 

downloading files from the internet and by different media. The speed of the malware today is global 

phenomenon by means of global communication. Today's malware is capable of doing several things, such as: 

stealing and sending the contact list and alternative data, protection the device entirely, giving remote access to 

criminals, sending SMS and MMS messages etc. Mobile malware causes severe public concern because the 

population of mobile phones is way larger than the population of PCs. 

 

MALWARE DETECTION: The task of detecting malware may be classified into analysis, classification, 

detection and ultimate containment of malware.  Several classification techniques are utilized in order to classify 

malware consistent with their instances and this has created it potential to acknowledge the kind and activities of 

a malware and new variant . Analysis of malware needs to do with identifying the instances of malware by 

totally different classification schemes using the attributes of famous malware characteristics. Malware 

detection must do with the fast detection and validation of any instance of malware so as to prevent any harm to 

the system. The last a part of the task is containment of the malware, that involves effort at stopping increase 

and preventing any damages to the system. An advertisement antivirus uses signature primarily based technique 

wherever the information should be frequently updated so as to possess the most recent virus information 

detection mechanisms. However, the zero-day malicious exploit malware can't be detected by antivirus, 

supported signature-based scanner, however the employment of statistical binary content analysis of file to find 

abnormal file segments. 

 

SIGNATURE BASED DETECTION: signature-based detection works by checking the contents of pc files 

and cross-referencing their contents with the “code signatures” happiness to famous viruses. A library of 

familiar code signatures is updated and rested constantly by the anti-virus software package marketer. If a 

infective agent signature is detected, the software package acts to shield the user’s system from harm. suspected 

files are generally isolated and/or encrypted so as to render them inoperable and useless. Clearly there'll forever 

be new and rising viruses with their own distinctive code signatures. thus once more, the anti-virus software 

package marketer works perpetually to assess and assimilate new signature-based detection knowledge because 

it becomes offered, usually in real time so updates may be pushed bent users instantly and zero-day 

vulnerabilities may be avoided. A pattern-marching approach commercial antivirus is an example of signature 

based mostly malware detection wherever the scanner scans for a sequence of computer memory unit at 

intervals a program code to spot and report a malicious code. This approach to malware detection adopts a 

syntactical level of code directions so as to detect malware by analyzing the code throughout program 

compilation. this system sometimes covers complete program code and at intervals a brief amount of your time. 

However, this technique has limitation by ignoring the semantics of directions, that permits malware 

obfuscation throughout the program’s run-time. 

 

DESIGN: 

Armordroid is designed to provide protection over Smartphone application malware and also provide 

protection to privacy information. The main objective of this app is to provide protection for privacy 

information through Disable/Enable mechanism and also to detect malware from apps, mail and sms.  

 
Figure: 1 Architecture of Armordroid. 
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The figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the Armordroid app. The Armordroid apps are first 

installed from the playstore after that malware detection module is always in active stage to detect malware. 

After installing this app further user want to install some new app such as line app from the playstore. When 

downloading line app simultaneously Armordroid app is also run to detect malware and privacy conditions 

given in app. After that Disable/Enable mechanism is provided by the user to Enable/Disable user information to 

permit antagonist to access or permit user information. The information is protected by giving disable 

mechanism when the user information is not mandatory to provide user information for such condition app user 

information is disabled and run the apps successfully. Suppose some app condition is to give user information is 

mandatory means user can enable the needed information and go for privacy lock to provide protection for the 

permitted user privacy information. Thus the app can provide protection for the user privacy information.   

 

SYSTEM MODELS: 

1. Malware Detection. 

2. Disable/Enable data. 

3. Disable/Enable privacy lock 

4. Antagonist side 

5. User side 

 

MALWARE DETECTION: 

In this module malware detection mechanism is provided. The initial stage of the Armordroid apps is to 

check whether any malware can be occurred on the inputs of the device such as through mail, sms, and apps and 

so on.  Once when Armordroid apps are installed on our device means malware detection can be always in 

active stage for detecting malware. In the case of malware available in apps that user want to install means this 

module cannot allow the user to install this apps, it block the apps. Malware detection signature technique is 

used to detect and block the malware.  

 

 
Pseudo code for Malware Detection 

 

Signature-based technique compares hashes (signatures) of files on a system to a list of known 

malicious files. It also looks among files to search out signatures of malicious code. In detection signatures, the 

technique includes a predefined information of notable signatures and therefore whereas scanning, it creates the 

suitable signature for every file (using MD5 or different hashes) and compares them with the predefined list. If 

they match, the file is treated as a 'threat’. 
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Figure: 2 Malware detection module process 

 

DISABLE/ENABLE DATA: 

In this module privacy information is protected by using enable/disable mechanism. In order to provide 

protection over accessing privacy information without user permission this module is developed. Whenever a 

new app is going to put in from the playstore and putting in news apps at the same time Armordroid apps can 

run and check covered condition to access privacy information.. 
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Pseudo code for Disable/Enable data 

 

The antagonist can access the user information only when user can provide enable service for the 

privacy information.If the user is giving disable mechanism means that privacy data isn't accessed by the 

antagonist.hen the information is protected and the new app can be run normally. 
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Figure: 3 Disable/Enable data module process 

 

DISABLE/ENABLE PRIVACY LOCK 

In this module requested privacy information by the antagonist is given and provides privacy lock in 

order to protect privacy information by some protocols. Privacy lock is an optional one in which suppose 

antagonist needs our information to run the application means we go for enabling privacy lock. Privacy lock is 

provided based on some on conditions that can two phases such as user side and antagonist side. 

An antagonist is a group of institution, or concept that stands in or represents opposition against which 

the protagonist(s) must content. In other words, an antagonist is a person or a group of people who opposes a 

protocol. 
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Figure: 4 Disable/Enable privacy lock module process 

 

ANTAGONIST AND USER SIDE: 

In this module the user send request to the antagonist about the information such as mail id, name, id 

proof etc., the antagonist has to provide this information and submit it to the user. The user verifies the 

information provided by the antagonist. The antagonist information is stored in the database and it is displayed 

to the user. If the information given by the antagonist is satisfied then the user provides access permission to 

access user privacy data. 

 
Figure: 5 Antagonist and user side module process 
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III. CONCLUSION: 
In this paper we have presented ARMORDROID, a framework for malware detection and providing 

protection for user privacy data by using a malware detection signature. We have described its architecture and 

provide Pseudocode for malware detection. Malware detection signature technique that can identify malicious 

components hidden in the apps and it provide privacy for user data through Disable/Enable mechanism. 

Additionally we provide privacy lock for user personal information. In future we extend this by using a Hybrid 

Signature-based Detection for malware detection. We can update this project by verifying id proof in the 

respected server automatically and privacy information can be provided based on confidential and non-

confidential data’s. 
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